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Since October 13th, 2018, we have been witnessing the forced
international displacement of massive groups of people ﬂeeing
situations of death, corruption, structural impunity, and an
economic model that has stripped away their means of subsistence and degraded their lands. Far from witnessing “Caravans”,
which may conjure an idea of happiness and hope, we are instead
seeing an Exodus which, in a fundamental context of violence,
inequality, and poverty in Central American countries, the
Caribbean, and other parts of the world, has forced people to
cross lands of uncertainty and vulnerability in order to achieve the
shared vision of a land of life, refuge, and freedom where their
daily needs will be ensured.
In the face of these structural causes of expulsion that particularly
aﬀect young people, women, children, the LGBTTTI community,
land and human rights defenders and others, an opportunity has
arisen for the spontaneous mobilization of large groups that

include a range of identities, trajectories, aspirations, and needs.
In the same way that clandestine migration is fraught with risks
and extreme danger, these groups have also faced countless
critical situations that put their lives and safety at risk. But they
have also lived these shared experiences through expressions of
hospitality and the radical solidarity of the poor communities and
individuals that they have encountered along the way.
This mass mobility strategy has also been able to contest the
existence of borders as tools of national security, challenging
national migration and refugee policies, laying bare the collapse of
the Mexican asylum system as well as the government's
disingenuous theater of aention to and protection of migrants
and asylum-seekers. In sum, this requires addressing the root
structural causes of the problem of internal and international
forced displacement from a human rights perspective.
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HUMAN RIGHTS MONITORING
AND OBSERVATION
In this context of massive forced movement and the state of
serious human rights violations in the region, civil organizations,
human rights centers, community groups and organized collectives
- working directly or indirectly with migrating people – have come
together, beginning with the ﬁrst group of Central American
migrants that arrived at the Rodolfo Robles international bridge on
October 20th, 2018. We decided to implement a project to monitor
the human rights situation of these forcibly displaced persons and
the activation of protection mechanisms in critical situations.
This is how the Southeast Mexico (Chiapas, Oaxaca, and Veracruz)
Human Rights Observation and Monitoring Collective was formed
– initially, to document the general context of movement
conditions and the corresponding
actions of the Mexican State. It was also intended to follow up on
cases and situations of serious human rights violations, as well as
refer people or groups to the institutions responsible for
guaranteeing their rights and activating international protection
mechanisms.
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The Collective carries out observation, documentation, and formal
complaint tasks through brigades organized between various
organizations that have simultaneously covered various points
along the way – from the Suchiate river border crossing all the way
to where the groups' lead parties arrive in southeast Mexico.
Organizations and networks from northern Central America and
Mexico also joined this coordination eﬀort.
Information gathered by the brigades was documented and
registered by systematization teams, activating referral mechanisms
to corresponding institutions through outreach point persons.
Field observation focused on the following: the presence and
responses of security groups or state authorities; the presence and
organization of humanitarian and medical assistance; the
presence of civil society actors accompanying migrating persons;
conditions and proﬁles of the groups in transit; and human rights
violations commied by state actors.

This observation and monitoring methodology has been put into
action over three periods between October 2018 and May 2019,
based on the movement of diﬀerent groups of the exodus and the
various responses and actions of Mexican State institutions.
Below, the central events of each of these three periods are
presented chronologically, followed by documentation of acts
detected by the brigades that constitute human rights violations.
Finally, a series of recommendations are made to diﬀerent actors
to ensure the respect, guarantee, protection, and promotion of the
human rights of those who seek to make a digniﬁed home in this
country, make use of international protection mechanisms, or
travel safely to the northern border in order to apply for asylum in
the United States.

FIRST STAGE OF THE CENTRAL AMERICAN
EXODUS: OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2018
10.13.18. The ﬁrst group of around 160 people le San Pedro Sula,
Honduras, heading toward the Guatemala border. This group was
organized through social media as the “Migrant March”.

10.15.18. Around 2,000 people crossed the border at Agua
Caliente, with no push-back from the Guatemalan government. In
Mexico, the National Migration Institute [INM, in Spanish]
indicated that it would not permit the passage of people who did
not fulﬁll the legal requirements for regular entry.
10.16.18. The Mexican National Human Rights Commission
[CNDH, in Spanish] granted precautionary measures for migrants
about to arrive to the country. Meanwhile, the United States
government threatened countries of the region with the
suspension of economic aid if they did not stop the progress of
the caravans.
10.17.18. More than 3,000 people were at the border town of
Tecún Umán, Guatemala, waiting for the arrival of other groups
from Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador and Nicaragua to then
cross over into Mexico. Mexican authorities warned that those
entering outside regular channels would be subject to administrative
proceedings and deportation. That same day, two airplanes
belonging to the Mexican Federal Police arrived in Tapachula,
Chiapas, carrying 244 oﬀicers.
10.18.18. During a symbolic march held on either side of the river,
immigration agents and security forces engaged in a confrontation
with activists and human rights defenders, one of whom was arrested.
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Encuentro de migrantes en los márgenes del Río Suchiate.
Fuente: Archivo colectivo, 18/10/2018.

10.19.18. At midday, the group aempted to cross en masse over
the international bridge, but were held back by Federal riot police
oﬀicers who used tear gas against them. Some people opted to
jump from the bridge into the river, while others crossed through
the river or voluntarily returned to their countries of origin. A
group of more than 1,000 people, mainly families and women with
children, remained on the bridge awaiting the arrival of authorities.
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10.20.18. According to the records of the Suchiate Municipality's
temporary shelter, a total of 7,233 people entered Mexico. The
Federal Civil Defense director admied that the temporary
shelter set up on the grounds of the Tapachula Mesoamerican
Fair was being considered an extension of the Tapachula Siglo XXI
Immigration Station and Detention Center. That same day, a new
group le Honduras.

10.21.18. According to Mexican and Guatemalan government
authorities, 1,000 people remained in Tecún Umán, 783 were
deported, and 1,300 waited – without humanitarian assistance –
on the international bridge to be transported to the Mesoamerican
Fairgrounds. The group began its journey to Tapachula between
two riot police operations and ﬂy-overs by a Federal Police helicopter.
The group arrived to Tapachula without humanitarian assistance
along the way or at their destination, due to the fact that this
assistance was only oﬀered on the condition of entering
immigration detention.

10.22.18. The group departed toward the town of Huixtla, on foot
and hitchhiking. A 22-year old Honduran man was killed when he
fell out of a moving vehicle. Once again the President of the United
States warned of cutbacks or suspension of economic aid to
countries in the region that failed to prevent the movement of
these people.
10.23.18. Up to this date, all those who had been waiting at the
international bridge since the 19th had been transferred. The
group of more than 7,000 rested in Huixtla, while a joint INM
and Federal Police operation aempted to stop a group of 79
people, resulting in the separation of a number of families. The
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) expressed
concern at the situation of the “Migrant Caravans” and called upon
the region's countries to adopt measures for their protection.
10.24.18. The ﬁrst group departed toward Mapastepec, Chiapas.
According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), 1,699 people applied for asylum in Tapachula, while 495
applied for assisted return.
10.25.18. En route to Mapastepec, Pijijiapan, and Tonalá, greater
activity was observed on the part of local municipal authorities,
who provided food and medical aention.

Éxodo Centroamericano en camino entre Ciudad Hidalgo y Tapachula.
Fuente: Servicio Jesuita a Refugiados, 21/10/2018.
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10.26.18. A new group of approximately 450 people crossed the
border by way of the Suchiate river, and on the way towards
Tapachula was intercepted by the INM and Federal Police. Those
detained were mainly families, children, and adolescents.
President Enrique Peña Nieto announced the “Estás en Tu Casa”
[You are At Home] assistance program that required beneﬁciaries
to remain only in Chiapas or Oaxaca and to have requested
entry or asylum in Mexico. In response, one section of the ﬁrst
group of the Exodus rejected the plan because of its underlying
lack of understanding of the causes of the displacement and the
limitations it placed on their freedom of movement.

10.27.18. The ﬁrst group arrived to Tapanatepec, Oaxaca aer
suﬀering harassment by a group of around 200 riot police and
INM agents at the border between the two states. The CNDH and
the State Human Rights Commissions of Chiapas and Oaxaca
facilitated the removal of the police blockade.
10.28.18. The second group aempted to cross into Mexico by
breaking through the metal fence from the Guatemala side, which
unleashed a confrontation with the Guatemalan National Civil
Police in which several people were injured and a young Honduran
man was killed by a rubber bullet. Likewise, there was an increase
in the presence of police and Mexican Marines along the Suchiate
river.
10.29.18. On the international bridge, around 900 people were
detained and later released by the INM and Federal Police. While
the second group of around 2,000 people aempted to cross the
Suchiate river, a Federal Police helicopter made low-level ﬂyovers
that caused strong gusts and waves that put the lives of men,
women, children and adolescents at risk.

Éxodo Centroamericano entre Arriaga y Tapanatepec.
Fuente: Archivo Colectivo, 27/10/2018.
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11.02.18. UNICEF estimated the presence of around 2,300 Central
American children and adolescents. The ﬁrst group entered
Veracruz and split up between the towns of Sayula, Oluta, and
Acayucan. The then-governor of Veracruz made, and then took
back, an oﬀer of passenger buses to take these people to Mexico
City. A third group of around 2,300 people, mainly from El
Salvador, entered Mexican territory in the midst of detention
operations carried out against the smaller groups leading the way.

Cerco policial en el río Suchiate.
Fuente: Archivo Colectivo, 29/10/2018.

11.01.18. The Mexican Secretaries of the Interior and Foreign
Relations announced that 2,943 people applied for asylum, 927 for
assisted return, and 1,553 remained at the Mesoamerican
Fairgrounds under the “Estás en Tu Casa” program.

11.03.18. Faced with inaction on the part of the Veracruz state
government, the group dispersed in one of the country's most
violent regions, particularly for migrants. Likewise, INM and
Federal Police agents threatened to prosecute anyone giving
support to the group. It was in this context that witness
statements indicated that vehicles carrying at least 65 children
and 7 women were stopped and taken near Tierra Blanca. Due to
the absence of state institutions and the risks present to civil
society, the facts of the event have never been clearly established.
11.04.18. In Tapachula, around 2,000 people were evacuated, with
no prior warning, from the Mesoamerican Fairgrounds, which
served as an extension of the Siglo XXI Immigration Station.
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11.05.18. The entirety of the ﬁrst group arrived to Mexico City. The
second group of more than 1,800 people made their way to
Oaxaca in a context of reduced humanitarian assistance from the
state and burnout in civil society. The third group arrived to the
town of Huixtla.
11.09.18. The second group split up between the states of Oaxaca
and Veracruz, near Matías Romero and Sayula. The third group
made quick progress from Pijijiapan to Arriaga in Chiapas, and
Tapanatepec in Oaxaca. Arrest and detention operations were
documented in which violence was used, which le around 30
people arrested.
11.12-13.18. Between the split of the second and third groups,
people managed to arrive to Mexico City in small groups
diﬀerentiated by nationality, family makeup, and sex. In fact, the
last small group was made up of 100 men who had arrived from
Orizaba, Veracruz.
11.13.18. Approximately 200 people from El Salvador entered by
way of the Suchiate river. However, they were stopped on the way
to Tapachula and immediately transferred to the Siglo XXI
Immigration Station.
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Human rights violations detected.
Excessive use of force in containment operations: Agents from
the INM, Municipal, State, and Federal Police forces, the Marines,
and Federal Gendarmerie participated in containment and
detention activities against migrants and asylum-seekers. Since
October 19th, there have been confrontations at the international
bridge and acts of repression such as the low-level helicopter
ﬂyovers of the Suchiate river on October 29th.
Harassment and intimidation: Along diﬀerent portions of the
coastal route up to Oaxaca, riot police were deployed to contain
and provoke confrontation with displaced persons, thereby
justifying further use of force.
Arbitrary mass detentions: In addition to the detentions of small
forward and rear groups along the travel routes, mass operations
were observed such as those on October 26th and November 21st
along the route from Ciudad Hidalgo to Tapachula. These
operations were carried out with no information about those
detained and who ultimately ended up in express deportation
proceedings, nor an individualized analysis of their asylum and
protection needs.

Likewise, the Mesoamerican Fairgrounds served as an extension of
the Immigration Station without the appropriate modiﬁcations for
humanitarian assistance. Additionally, human rights organizations
were not granted access to verify the conditions of the space and
the assistance provided. When it was evacuated without prior
warning, those present were forced to live on the streets.
Conditioning humanitarian assistance to immigration detention:
The State's responses served as a means to discourage and
fragment the groups by forcing those who entered Mexico to go
into detention and not cross into other states in order to receive
humanitarian assistance.
Absence of coordinated strategies for humanitarian assistance:
The lack of comprehensive regional responses meant that
assistance depended upon political will and local municipal
resources. In these cases, local and state authorities made several
oﬀers of support which were never fulﬁlled.
Absence of transparency in government plans: This situation
was illustrated in Peña Nieto's “Estás en Tu Casa” plan, which never
provided publicly-available information and made the access to
rights and beneﬁts dependent upon staying in Chiapas and
Oaxaca.
Lack of safety measures: Along portions of the route there was
zero presence of public safety institutions, which increased the

group's vulnerability. One of the events that best illustrates this
was the presumed disappearance of almost 100 people from the
area of Tierra Blanca, Veracruz.
Obstacles and omissions in medical care: Health problems and
the physical toll taken by days of walking, extreme temperatures,
diﬀicult conditions for rest, and acts of repression were evident, as
was the lack of medication and necessary care for those with
chronic ailments. On many occasions, medical care was conditioned
to immigration detention, and a general atmosphere of omission,
discrimination towards traveling persons, and lack of inter-institutional
coordination was observed.
Irregularities in voluntary return and deportation operations:
Initially, there was no oﬀicial information that distinguished
returns from deportations. In general, there was no informed
consent for returns, and many people were discouraged from
requesting it. Likewise, there were no shared protocols for returns
between municipalities, consulates, and other state institutions,
particularly in the cases of children and adolescents.
Detention and deportation of unaccompanied children and
adolescents: The detention and later illegal transfer of minors to
the Siglo XXI Immigration Station made it impossible to verify that
in all cases decisions were made with input from them and in their
best interests.
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Denial of the right to request asylum: Several cases were
identiﬁed in which migration authorities discouraged people from
requesting asylum and did not oﬀer information about how to do
so.
Cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment in immigration
detention: Statements were received from people detained at the
Siglo XXI Immigration Station detailing the conditions of isolation
and conﬁnement to which they were subjected, along with
overcrowding. Reports were also received of cases of torture
against persons falsely accused of crimes and who were victims of
beatings and mistreatment by INM and investigative police agents.

SECOND STAGE OF THE CENTRAL AMERICAN
EXODUS: JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 2019
01.14.19. Aer an announcement was made on social media at the
beginning of the year, around 1,500 people le San Pedro Sula,
Honduras overnight and into the early morning of the next day,
moving toward the border at Agua Caliente.
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01.15.19. On the way to the Guatemala border, at least seven
roadblock checkpoints were observed, as well as a pronounced
criminalization campaign directed against families and single
women because they were traveling with children and adolescents.
Upon arriving at the border, the group found several containment
lines set up by the Honduran National Police, Military Police,
COBRAS [National Police special operations], and special forces.
On the other side, the Guatemalan National Civil Police was also
present. At night, National Police agents used tear gas against
families, women, and children.
01.16.19. On the border at La Hachadura, 196 people le El Salvador
through regular channels. Honduran organizations estimated that
between 2,000 and 2,500 people le that country. At the border
crossing, unaccompanied children and adolescents as well as
families with missing documentation were detained. This group
spread out between Esquipulas, Guatemala City, and Tecún Umán.
01.17.19. With the arrival of around 200 people, monitoring
resumed at the Rodolfo Robles international bridge. At this time
there were no containment operations; rather, people lined up to
be aended to by INM agents and receive Humanitarian Visitor
Cards [Tarjeta de Visitante por Razones Humanitarias, or TVRH, in
Spanish], to be issued within 3 to 5 days and valid for up to 180
days. These people agreed to register, at which point they were
given a bracelet with a QR code and were told to return to Tecún
Umán to wait for their card to be issued.

According to the City of Tapachula, around 1,500 people had
gathered by the end of the day. At the international bridge, people
waited in lines of up to 14 hours to be registered. During the wait,
Mexican and Guatemalan authorities oﬀered food, water, medical
treatment, and rest areas. A lack of coordination was observed
between the INM and the Mexican Refugee Assistance
Commission [COMAR, in Spanish], which aﬀected the right to
request asylum.

Pulsera para registro de solicitud de la TVRH entregado
por el INM en el Puente Internacional Rodolfo Robles.
Fuente: Archivo Colectivo, 17/01/2019

In spite of the fact that the Mexican government had previously
announced that a shelter would be set up at the Ciudad Hidalgo
stadium, it could not be opened due to protests from local
residents.
01.18.19. Small groups of people opted not to register with the
INM and instead continued on their way toward Tapachula.

01.19.19. While more people arrived to line up for their Humanitarian
Visitor Cards, the group that had le for Tapachula headed
towards Huixtla with no interference from security forces. Civil
Defense, along with the INM and the Marines, opted not to open
the temporary shelter in Ciudad Hidalgo. Instead, they used the
border checkpoint area at the International Bridge to provide
humanitarian assistance and carry out administrative procedures
for status regularization. In a symbolic act, a handful of
Humanitarian Visitor Cards were handed out and authorities
announced that from the 22nd onward, one thousand would be
issued per day.
A higher number of unaccompanied children and adolescents were
detected under the care of the State System for Comprehensive
Family Development [DIF, in Spanish]. In spite of a greater
presence on the part of COMAR, few people began the process to
request asylum and in fact, some were encouraged to abandon
applications they had already started in order to receive
Humanitarian Visitor Cards.
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01.20.19. A group of between 400 and 600 people le Huixtla
towards Tonalá, Chiapas, accompanied by the Federal Police, Civil
Defense, and ambulances. Additionally, an unknown number of
people were transported via passenger bus to Chahuites, on the
border between Chiapas and Oaxaca. According to the INM, up to
this point there were 4,009 applications for Humanitarian Visitor
Cards, and only 15 had been issued. The Collective veriﬁed that the
unaccompanied children and adolescents were registered and
detained by the INM to later be transferred, illegally, to the Siglo
XXI Immigration Station. Staﬀ at the Station conﬁrmed that the
minors had been subject to intake, registry, and deportation procedures.
01.21.19. The various groups continued on their way toward
Tonalá, Arriaga, and Tapanatepec, Oaxaca. Among them were some
people who already had Humanitarian Visitor Cards. At the
International Bridge, people began receiving their Cards in a ﬂuid
manner, valid for a year. Likewise, according to INM agents, people
detained at the Siglo XXI Station were transferred to the Bridge to
begin the Humanitarian Visitor Card process. However,
unaccompanied children and adolescents were deported because
they did not have permission from a parent or guardian.
01.27.19. While the Humanitarian Visitor Card process continued,
with delivery times of between 8 and 10 days, there was an
outbreak of xenophobic violence towards those waiting on their
cards in the town of Ayutla,
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Guatemala and the city of Tecún Umán. A small group arrived
around midday, threatening people with stones and sticks, at
which point many ﬂed towards the international bridge or crossed
the river seeking protection with Mexican authorities. Meanwhile,
around 2,000 people took refuge at the Tecún Umán shelter. These
acts occurred with the acquiescence of Guatemalan authorities.
01.28.19. The Mexican government announced the end of the
Emergency Humanitarian Visitor Card Program with a total of
12,574 applicants – 69.35% of which were men, and 30.64%
women. This unexpected end to the Program aﬀected hundreds of
people who were waiting on the Guatemalan side and did not make
it to the International Bridge in time.
02.03.19. Between 2,000 and 3,000 people le downtown
Tapachula heading toward the coast of Chiapas, accompanied by
Federal Police and Civil Defense. Many of them already had their
Humanitarian Visitor Cards, but did not have the resources to pay
their way via passenger bus. During the trip through coastal
communities, they faced rejection and harassment on the part of
local residents and authorities who, in many cases, prevented
them from entering urban areas.

Human rights violations detected.
Absence of transparency in government plans: The Emergency
Humanitarian Visitor Card Plan was plagued by a lack of clarity in
the procedure, applicable time frames, beneﬁts, among other
issues. Likewise, it was not supported by a new government
migration law or strategy. The uncertainty and growing delays in
delivery – which had initially only been set at 3 days – in many
cases caused people to abandon the process.
Improvised humanitarian assistance and scarce physical and
mental health care: This in spite of the fact that, in the days prior
to the arrival of this new Exodus, the federal government announced
that they would be seing up a temporary shelter at the “Plan
Alemán” stadium in Ciudad Hidalgo. Faced with protests from city
residents and the spread of misinformation, the government was
forced to cancel this plan and instead opted to use the immigration
checkpoint area at the international bridge. This weakened
humanitarian assistance coordination and led to overcrowding,
which brought with it a lack of potable water and inadequate
sanitary conditions. The main problems across all age groups of
the population were gastrointestinal infections and dehydration.
Along the Chiapas coastal route, while there was a greater
institutional presence, medical, pre-hospital and humanitarian
assistance, it was very basic and lacked coordination with local
and state authorities.

Albergue habilitado en el Puerto Fronterizo de Suchiate.
Fuente: Archivo Colectivo, 23/01/2019

Lack of safety measures: In the midst of the departure of
approximately 4,000 people between January 19th and February
3rd along the coast of Chiapas, deﬁciencies in humanitarian
assistance and institutional accompaniment were observed. In
fact, we received reports of promises made by unidentiﬁed persons
who oﬀered to facilitate regularization paperwork and transport
groups to their desired destinations.
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Detention and deportation of children and adolescents: Once
they were lined up and given the same information as the adults,
minors were identiﬁed and detained by the INM. Many children
and adolescents remained at the Siglo XXI Immigration Station and
in closed-door shelters belonging to the DIF, while the rest were
given express deportations without guaranteeing their best
interests. In this case, total inaction was observed on the part of
the Aorney General for the Protection of Children and
Adolescents and the National and State Systems for the
Comprehensive Protection of Children and Adolescents [SIPINNAS, in Spanish].
Obstacles to the right to apply for asylum: Due to the Humanitarian Visitor Card program, the number of applications for
refugee status was minimal. Misinformation with respect to the
process and its time frames, on top of aempts to discourage
people - such as threatening to continue the process in
immigration detention - created few favorable conditions to
exercise the right to apply for international protection. Likewise,
COMAR's presence was intermient and not visible in the
Checkpoint Area of the Bridge. On top of this, the individuals and
families who had already begun their asylum paperwork in
Tapachula ended up abandoning that process in order to get
Humanitarian Visitor Cards.
Discrimination: With the outbreaks of xenophobic violence in
Tecún Umán, Guatemala and the Mexican cities of Suchiate and
Tapachula, the lack of concrete measures to ﬁght these actions
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was evident. In fact, Guatemalan authorities blamed the migrants
for the violence, and in Mexico state institutions used these
incidents to justify restrictions on the movement of displaced
persons, supposedly for safety reasons.
Criminalization and mass detentions: In spite of a government
discourse promising a paradigm shi in immigration administration,
arrests and harassment were documented on the part of security
groups and INM oﬀicials against people who were accused of
being the organizers of these groups. They were arrested,
deported, and deprived of the documents that demonstrated their
regular migratory status. Likewise, aer the end of the Emergency
Humanitarian Visitor Card Program, two groups of around 200
people were detained on the highway toward Tapachula.

THIRD STAGE OF THE EXODUS:
MARCH AND APRIL 2019
03.15.19. A group of people, primarily Cubans, protested in front
of the Tapachula migration regularization oﬀice due to corruption
and delays in receiving exit or “safe passage” documents that would
have allowed them to travel toward the United States border. A
confrontation ensued in which some people were injured and the
oﬀice sustained material damages.

03.19.19. The INM announced the closure of the Regularization
oﬀice until further notice, citing security issues. As a result, all
procedures begun at that oﬀice and those looking to apply were
transferred to the oﬀices in Ciudad Hidalgo and Talismán.
03.23.19. The group calling itself the “Central American and
Caribbean Caravan” formed in Mexico, comprised of around
2,000 people from Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Haiti, and Cuba. Most of these people had begun regularization
procedures and were interrupted by the closure of the Tapachula
oﬀice or had been waiting on their asylum process with COMAR
for several weeks. The group progressed in an organized fashion to
the city of Huehuetán, Chiapas, accompanied by the Federal Police
and Civil Defense. The town of Huixtla oﬀered transport to
Escuintla in an eﬀort to persuade the group to enter that town
instead.
03.25.19. The group continued to Villa Comaltitlán, accompanied
by the Federal Police, Civil Defense, and the INM's Beta Group.
Likewise, the presence of the CNDH and the UNHCR was observed.
The group had to take a break at an abandoned outpost 3
kilometers from the Villa Comaltitlán toll booth, without
adequate space to rest.

Bloqueo de ingreso al municipio de Huixtla.
Fuente: Archivo Colectivo, 23/03/2019

03.26.19. The group progressed toward Acacoyagua in the midst
of Federal and State Police operations aimed at removing them
from public transit. Faced with exhaustion from the journey
toward Escuintla, the group decided to stop traﬀic to ask for
transport, and in response Civil Defense arranged for vehicles to
transport women, children, and adolescents to the Acacoyagua
Recreation Center, while the men continued on foot.
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03.27.19. Between 1,500 and 1,800 people spent the night at the
Acacoyagua Recreation Center, where a system for processing
applications for Humanitarian Visitor Cards was set up between
Civil Defense and the INM, although they announced that the
paperwork itself would be handled in Mapastepec. The space was
guarded by the Municipal Police, who photographed those staying
there and denied entry to people belonging to civil society
organizations, including those from the Observation Collective.
Only water was oﬀered and one medical care point was set up. No
consular presence was observed.

of the Humanitarian Visitor Cards. They also announced the
availability of transport for assisted return and deportation of
people from northern Central America, Nicaragua, Cuba and Haiti.

03.29.19. A “Temporary Shelter” was set up at the Recreation
Center in Mapastepec, which resembled a Refugee Camp, where
165 had been assisted since March 27th, and with the arrival of the
group from Acacaoyagua, almost 2,000 people with INM
pre-registration. The space had sleeping mats, potable water and
bathrooms, but no food. Groups by the dozen who had not been
able to register began to gather just outside the Recreation Center
in order to try to gain access to the registration process.

Campo I de refugiados en Mapastepec.
Fuente: Archivo Colectivo, 28/03/2019

03.31.19. Diﬀerent groups of people decided to set out on the
journey from Tapachula to Mapastepec. Along the way, detention
and vehicle registry operations were observed at ﬁxed and mobile
checkpoints. The INM formally announced that paperwork done in
Mapastepec would be for temporary stays, including the possibility

04.01.19. Groups of between 40 and 600 people traveled from
Ciudad Hidalgo to Mapastepec. A group of around 400 people
remained in Huehuetán, among them more than 80 children and
adolescents. Near the town of Tuxtla Chico, a group of 147 people
were detained by the INM and the Federal Police, many of them
with paperwork from COMAR.
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At the Siglo XXI Immigration Station, reports were received from
people who had been detained in Mapastepec during home and
workplace raids. Outside the refugee camp, a new Camp was
taking shape among those who were waiting to begin regularization
paperwork.
04.05.19. Around 1,700 people waited at Mapastepec Camp I to
receive their Humanitarian Visitor Cards, which according to the
INM would take ﬁve days. In spite of signiﬁcant institutional
deployment, a lack of psychological assistance was observed, as
well as the absence of the COMAR and institutions charged with
the care of children and adolescents. Outside, at the unoﬀicial
Camp II, nearly 900 people waited without humanitarian assistance.
Authorities announced that they would let them enter as the other
group ﬁnished their paperwork. A group of almost 1,000 people
was seen traveling toward Mapastepec.

were pressured into going to Tapachula to end their process in
order to return to Mapastepec. With respect to the unaccompanied
children and adolescents, they were to be transferred to the
Arriaga DIF oﬀices. The group at Camp II remained without any
humanitarian or health assistance, making the situation there
critical. In between the two camps was a line of Federal Police
oﬀicers. The INM announced that the Tapachula regularization
oﬀice would be closed on May 15th. At the Immigration Station,
more than 1,700 detainees were observed, and in days prior there
had been a confrontation that ended with the transfer of people to
the Huixtla and Huehuetán Provisional Shelters with a temporary
capacity of at most 30 people for 48 hours.

More than 1,500 people were at the Tapachula Siglo XXI Immigration
Station, twice its intended capacity, many of them having begun
asylum paperwork. Outside the Center, around 300 people from
Haiti and Africa waited to receive their exit leer, living on the
streets in precarious conditions.
04.11.19. Aer two weeks at Refugee Camp I, the INM
announced the beginning of the Humanitarian Visitor Card
procedures. People who had paperwork in progress with COMAR

Campo II de refugiados en Mapastepec.
Fuente: Archivo Colectivo, 28/03/2019
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04.14.19. At Mapastepec Camp I, the Marines set up a kitchen
capable of working for up to 15 days. The day before, several
individuals had been detained by the Federal Police and the INM
for their supposed leadership of the groups. At the Rodolfo Robles
international bridge, a group of around 1,700 people from
Honduras and Guatemala was registered by the INM, but decided
instead to continue their journey to Tapachula. Those who had
goen out ahead of the group or had fallen behind were detained
in operations by the INM and the Federal Police. Prior to the close
of the Tapachula regularization oﬀice, the INM decided to reassign
cases throughout the state of Chiapas, in oﬀices in Tuxtla,
Comitán, Ciudad Cuauhtémoc, and Palenque.
04.16.19. The groups that were traveling between Huehuetán and
Huixtla were decimated by INM and Federal Police operations. At
Mapastepec Camp I, aer a demonstration against the lack of
information, authorities decided to move assistance posts to the
city square. This caused more than half of those at Camp II to
restart their journey along the coast. Those aﬀected by the
transfer of INM paperwork were at risk of being detained along
the way because they no longer had any documentation of their
administrative status.
04.16.19. The INM announced that the Mesoamerican
Fairgrounds would be set up to receive people, once again as an
extension of the Siglo XXI Immigration Station This was done to
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reduce overpopulation at the Center, which was at more than
double its capacity. The majority of people transferred were
extra-continental migrants. On social networks and in the media,
an INM document began to circulate that warned local drivers of
the danger of engaging in human traﬀicking by giving rides to
undocumented migrants.
04.19.19. A group of around 600 people rested in the town of
Escuintla, to recuperate from the toll of the journey and the lack
of humanitarian assistance. As in days prior, municipal authorities
using megaphones advised local residents to close their
businesses and take other security measures due to the arrival of
the groups. At Mapastepec Camp I, reports were received that 30
Humanitarian Visitor Cards were being issued daily, which caused
many people to make plans to restart their journey through
Chiapas.
04.22.19. A massive group, made up primarily of people who had
been waiting almost a month at the Mapastepec Camps and who
decided to continue their journey, was detained with excessive
force by the INM and the Federal Police. According to data from
the INM, at kilometer 157 on the way to Pijijiapan, 367 people
were detained and transferred to the Siglo XXI Immigration
Station. Those who managed to escape the violence had to take
shelter in the immediate area, where they found support with
local families and rural communities.

04.23.19. Due to the impact of the previous day's operation and
ensuing public outcry, the head of the Secretary of the Interior
held a press conference to announce the extension of the Regional
Visitor Cards [Tarjeta de Visitante Regional, or TVR, in Spanish] for
people from Honduras and El Salvador. This had the immediate
eﬀect of suspending the Humanitarian Visitor Card process at the
Mapastepec Camp in favor of the Regional Visitor Card. This card
only allows for a seven-day stay, does not include permission to
work, and is limited to the southern border states.
04.25.19. Faced with overcrowding and the precarious conditions
of the Siglo XXI Immigration Station, overnight around 700 people,
the majority of them Cubans, escaped aer protesting inside the
Station. The INM recognized that in spite of the fact that the
Station has a capacity of 900 people, at the time there were 1,745
people detained there.

Human rights violations detected

people become obligated to abandon the process and continue on
their way. Likewise, with oﬀers made by the INM for Humanitarian
and Regional Visitor Cards, people have been encouraged to
abandon their asylum processes. Additionally, institutional
actions have been detected that violate the principles of
non-refoulement, nondiscrimination, family unity, non-penalization
of irregular entry and non-detention of asylum seekers.
Improvised medical and humanitarian assistance: One of the
driving forces behind this new stage of the exodus was the
precariousness of life on the street that hundreds of people were
enduring in Tapachula while they waited for their regularization
and asylum paperwork to come through. Police forces and municipal
governments blocked roads into urban centers, preventing people
from accessing bathrooms, personal hygiene products, food, and
medical aention at local Health Centers. The lack of institutional
will for humanitarian assistance was evident in Mapastepec,
where for several weeks there was no food and Camp II was le
without security measures.

Crisis in the asylum system: While the COMAR has been
suﬀering from a budget and capacity crisis for months, in recent
months asylum seekers in Tapachula have faced processes in
which the appointment for the ﬁrst interview is set almost two
months aer beginning the application. Faced with this situation,
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Protection of children and adolescents: In addition to the
arbitrary detentions of persons in this group - and which have not
ceased during this administration - there has been a lack of
humanitarian assistance mechanisms along the coastal route,
which has particularly impacted the health of babies and children.
At the Mapastepec Camps, unaccompanied children and
adolescents were transferred to the DIF closed-door shelter in
Arriaga, without the presence of child protection institutions.
Likewise, the announcement of paperwork transfer across
Chiapas provoked a situation of family separation, since many
family members were forced to follow up on their paperwork in
diﬀerent cities.
Mass detentions and deportations: Over a period of weeks, all
vehicles were subject to search in order to ﬁnd and detain not only
those with irregular migratory status, but those with valid
paperwork or other legal orders. On top of this were the Tapachula
home and workplace raids. Finally, several mass detention
operations of hundreds of people were observed, such as that of
April 22nd on the highway to Pijijiapan, with disproportionate use
of force against particularly vulnerable groups such as pregnant
women, children and adolescents, LGBTTTI persons, people with
disabilities, and senior citizens. These acts of systematic and
violent detention along the southern border meant that, in the ﬁrst
four months of the year, 52,195 people were detained across the
country.
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Selective detentions and criminalization: Over the course of the
groups' movement along the coast, a number of people stood out
for their leadership and were later detained in joint INM and
Federal Police operations, accused of crimes related to human
traﬀicking. Likewise, local, state, and federal authorities engaged
in public discourses that stigmatized and criminalized migrants
and asylum seekers, which in turn provoked fear, discrimination,
and xenophobia in local communities.
Overcrowding in the Immigration Station: Between March and
April, the Siglo XXI Immigration Station exceeded double its
capacity. More than 1,700 people were detained in this space,
primarily Cubans, who, in spite of having the right to exit
paperwork, wait for weeks in detention in order to be deported by
air. With this overpopulation, family separation was observed,
along with the use of hallways, common areas, and other spaces
not appropriate for habitation and rest. The permanent situation
of overcrowding and inhuman and unsanitary conditions has led
to multiple protests and escapes.
Vulnerability of the LGBTTTI community: Because they face the
intersection of multiple forms of violence, the situation of LGBTTTI
migrants is one of extreme vulnerability. In the context of the
Exodus, they have faced discrimination from other migrants, civil
society, as well as state authorities. In particular, acts of verbal and
psychological violence, sexual assault, harassment, threats, denial
of information, barriers to service, absence of medical assistance
and retroviral treatment have been documented.

Cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment in detention: Aer
the ﬁrst protest at the Siglo XXI Station on April 10th, several
groups of people - the majority of them Cuban - were transferred to
other Immigration Stations in Chiapas and apparently other states
across the country, as well as to the Provisional Shelters at Huixtla
and Huehuetán. At this ﬁrst shelter around 60 people were
recorded and 70 in the second, among them pregnant women and
children. The Shelters have a capacity of at most 30 people for a
period of 48 hours. However, these people remain detained in
these shelters. From witness statements, we learned that during
the transfer, personal belongings were stolen, immigration
documents were destroyed, and a number of people were injured
and did not receive necessary medical aention aer Federal Police
interrupted the protest.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Forcibly displaced persons from Central America, the Caribbean,
and other parts of the world are leaving and will continue to leave
their countries of origin as long as the context of social, political
and economic repression persists, along with the corruption,
violence, poverty, and deprivation that deny them the opportunities
to survive and live a life of dignity. Likewise, they will continue to
seek out diﬀerent strategies and routes of travel through Mexican

territory as long as authorities continue to implement measures of
contention, fail to provide humanitarian assistance or condition it
to detention, and act with a lack of institutional and intersectional
coordination.
For these reasons, and given the acts commied that violate the
human rights of migrants and asylum seekers traveling individually,
with their families, or in groups, we oﬀer a series of recommendations
and calls to action to diﬀerent actors and institutions in order to
ensure the respect, guarantee, protection, and promotion of
human rights in the midst of this Exodus.
To the Mexican State:
Develop a comprehensive migration and asylum policy: The
federal government must respect international standards and
create policies in line with them to guarantee, promote, respect,
and protect the human rights of migrants, refugees, and
asylum-seekers.
Put an end to harassment, intimidation, and detention of
migrants: While law enforcement bodies should maintain order
and the proper functioning of public services, in no way should
they respond with the use of force against groups of people in
situations of extreme vulnerability and who are subject to
international protection.
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Establish a federal system/protocol for comprehensive
humanitarian assistance: The Exodus illustrated the lack of
protocols in place across all levels of government to provide an
eﬀective humanitarian response. Therefore, we see the need to
work on comprehensive inter-institutional protocols coordinated
by the federal government that include both people who are in
movement and the society that receives them.
Strengthen dialogue between institutions and with civil society:
It is important to create spaces of connection and communication
to provide adequate, comprehensive, inclusive solutions that
also encourage structural change. We urge the state to give all
available guarantees to protect, recognize, and prevent the
stigmatization of the work of human rights defenders.
Apply a diﬀerentiated focus on comprehensive assistance to
persons in a context of human mobility: Aend to the particular
needs of each person and family in digniﬁed conditions. We
recommend paying aention to the speciﬁc reasons each person
has for leaving their country and not to overlook those who seek
asylum for reasons of safety and as a result of gender-based
violence.
Observe the best interests of children: Given the high number of
accompanied and unaccompanied children and adolescents
traveling in the Exodus, the respect for their best interests is
fundamental so that their rights are respected while preserving
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their dignity and ensuring their safety. We urge the state to respect
the non-separation of families, the principle of non-detention, and
to put an end to deportations.
Educate personnel that provide direct assistance: Continuing
human rights training for all personnel across the various institutions
that provide assistance to migrants and asylum seekers is
recommended.
Education, prevention, and elimination of discrimination and
xenophobia: The state as a whole is obligated to encourage social
harmony and to ﬁght discrimination as well as its eﬀects of
segregation, exclusion, violence and the limitations it places on
personal freedoms and the exercise of rights. It is important to
take immediate actions in the areas of education and the
prevention of xenophobic violence, particularly in areas where the
Exodus is present.
Oversight, investigation, and prosecution of human rights
violations: Compliance with CNDH precautionary measures
and recommendations from the IACHR and the UN Commiee on
Migrant Workers with respect to protection of migrants of the
exodus must be guaranteed. We recommend that the CNDH and
corresponding State Commissions continue their work of
accompaniment, oversight, and monitoring. Likewise, we urge the
investigation and prosecution of acts of corruption and human
rights violations commied by public servants.

To government institutions in the Mesoamerican region and
the international community:
Recognize that migration and forced displacement are the
result of a context of violence, poverty, and social inequality:
The Exodus is the consequence of structural conditions of
impoverishment, high levels of corruption, generalized violence,
inequality, unemployment, the absence of environmental risk
management, and public policies that do not favor safe, digniﬁed
living conditions. This context is present in and throughout the
countries of Central America, which is why we recommend that the
deeper structural causes of displacement be recognized.
Guarantee organization and coordination between sectors and
countries to ensure an adequate and comprehensive response:
We recommend that the region’s countries maintain joint
coordination and planning work for the comprehensive beneﬁt
of persons in movement, to guarantee their transit through each
of these countries in conditions of respect for their dignity and
their lives.
Promote and cooperate in the protection of vulnerable groups:
We invite International Agencies with presence in Mexico to
continue their promotion and cooperation work with government
entities and civil society to prioritize aention to and guarantee of
the human rights of especially vulnerable sectors: children and

adolescents, women, persons with disabilities, the LGBTTTI
community, extra-continental migrants, and persons subject to
international protection.
Oversight of the conditions and mechanisms of voluntary
return and deportation: It is important to maintain monitoring
and oversight of deportation and mass-return operations back to
countries of origin carried out jointly by the INM and consulates.
To the media.
Respecting freedom of expression, we recommend that information
be published in a responsible, timely, objective manner that
respects the dignity of migrating persons. Likewise, we urge the
media to incorporate content that can help prevent and ﬁght
discrimination.
To Civil Society Organizations.
Maintain human rights observation and monitoring: The work
of observing, monitoring and documenting human rights violations
is essential in order to carry out advocacy work, comprehensive
assistance, and evaluation of our working strategies. We encourage
organizations to replicate this model of action, according to the
speciﬁcs of the territories, skills, and interests of each organization
or collective.
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Promote spaces of reﬂection and exchange of information and
experiences: Faced with this new and complex context, we believe
that it is essential to exchange experiences, perspectives, and
positions in order to strengthen networks and institutional work in
the areas of advocacy and direct accompaniment of displaced
persons, migrants, refugees, asylum-seekers, and those subject to
international protection.

Become informed and encourage spaces for education and
discussion around the migratory phenomenon: We encourage
society at large to educate themselves about the causes that force
people to migrate and to learn about their experiences through the
migrants’ and asylum-seekers’ own words, as well as to be in touch
with human rights defense civil society organizations in order to
learn more about our work.

Create internal self-care spaces: With the arrival of several
Exodus groups, there has been a high level of fatigue and the
accompanying physical and emotional eﬀects experienced by
those in organizations and collectives that accompany people via
monitoring, humanitarian assistance, legal and psychosocial
accompaniment, lodging and other actions. Therefore, we invite
organizations to create and promote internal spaces for collective
self-care and psychological accompaniment.

Demand exercise of and respect for the human rights of
migrants, asylum-seekers, and refugees: In this context of
humanitarian and human rights crisis faced by those in movement
and by society at large, it is vital to demand that the Mexican State
fulﬁll its responsibility to guarantee access to rights, to raise
awareness of and denounce crimes and human rights violations
commied against migrants, and demand that all people can
exercise their rights. It is necessary to understand that demanding
rights for the most disadvantaged and vulnerable groups – such as
migrants and refugees – helps build a democratic State under the
rule of law and a more just, respectful, and inclusive society.

To the general public.
Promote acts of solidarity and a culture of hospitality: As a
society, we must stand in solidarity with migrants, refugees and
everyone forced to leave their homes in search of a digniﬁed life.
We should promote displays of empathy our respective spaces, by
sharing as much as we can with those who make these journeys,
opening welcoming spaces and providing humanitarian assistance
to build and strengthen a culture of hospitality.
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